BF50

new

50 hp 4-stroke Outboard Engine
Honda 4-stroke engine
Clean, quiet, efficient and easy starting
50 hp engine with superb durability.
Surpasses the World’s most stringent
environmental regulations.

3 cylinder configuration
3 inline-cylinder configuration
makes the Honda BF50 one of the
lightest 50 hp engines available.

Optional instrumentation

Easy access

Steering options
Optional remote control or tiller
handle available (model dependent).

Wider hood clips give easier access to
the engine, while the updated water jacket
doesn’t need removing to access anodes.

Freshwater flushing hose
Helps ensure engine preservation
between maintenance periods by
simply connecting a garden hose.

Updated Electronic
fuel injection (EFI)
The latest EFI technology delivers a
precisely measured amount of fuel to
the engine ensuring smoother peak
performance while burning less fuel.

Optional power
trim and tilt

Adjusts air/fuel mixture and ignition
according to demands, maximising
power and fuel efficiency when in
cruising mode.

Electric power trim and tilt or
gas assisted version available
(gas tilt, tiller model only).

Shock absorption

On-board alternator

Double-density engine
mountings for less vibration.

22 amp alternator provides
high power for on-board needs.

Safe operation
A range of features including oil pressure
alert, start-in-gear protection and a wrist-fit
engine kill-switch inspire confidence.

Already a benchmark for 50 hp engines, the Honda BF50 has been re-styled
and re-engineered to be even more efficient, durable and easy to maintain.
BLAST™ technology means you can enjoy greater acceleration and improved
performance without increased fuel consumption. Honda’s latest Electronic
Fuel Injection (EFI) technology ensures smoother peak performance whilst
burning less fuel, and our ECOmo Lean Burn system makes the engine
cleaner, quieter and more fuel-efficient in cruising mode.

Durable
An alumite treatment plus Honda’s 4-Front
corrosion process, protects the engine from
the elements, increasing its life span.

Price
(incl. VAT)

£XXXX.XX

Year Warranty

Professional Use

*6 Year Warranty subject to following the service schedule

PEQ-BF50-0917

Boosted Low Speed Torque
(BLAST™) System advances
ignition timing during full-throttle
acceleration, resulting in explosive
hole shot torque.

Tachometer, trim gauge and control
unit available, dependent on model.

